
Change and communications

Monitoring and reporting
Training planning and delivery
Readiness assessment
Change evaluation
Project benefits - baseline and
tracking
Transition documents 

 Development of:

       collateral

Workshops to align and
strengthen business and
organisational culture strategy
to technology goals
Alignment of the technology
roadmap to the change strategy
Exploration of specific strategies
to enable high adoption and
benefits realisation e.g. like role
design, process design, ways of
working. 

"Angela is a highly intelligent, holistic and values driven thinker.  Her background and skills
enable her to generate  insights and lead projects through a genuine connection and
understanding of people.  Angela not only understands the changing world of work, she is
able to support leaders to ensure functional processes  to adapt and respond.  I have seen
the exceptional output and value she has driven through her project leadership and
purposeful personal  delivery." // Senior Leader, Aurizon

"We are a growing business. Eucalypt Consulting helped us formulate a human resources
strategy and implement improvements to policies, programs and processes. This work has
been critical to us managing risk and preparing our people for the exciting changes to come."
// HR Business Partner, Prudentia Process Consulting

Angela is a masters qualified business consultant, with 22+ years of experience working with leaders to
design and implement services and solutions to elevate the employee experience. Possessing a wealth
of knowledge, Angela is an expert in organisational design, strategy, culture, governance, capability
development, processes, and systems change. Furthermore, she has experience with large-scale
organisational transformation, implementing organisation-wide business change frameworks and tools
and extensive knowledge working with technology teams. 

Enabling successful adoption of tech change 
At Eucalypt Consulting we understand the challenges leaders face in achieving employee adoption of

new technologies. We work with project teams and technology vendors to reduce business change risks
and impacts, driving high adoption and realising business benefits. 

We offer the following services:
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*Services priced based on project complexity, size, and timeframes. 

Angela Richardson, Managing Director

BUSINESS CHANGE EXECUTIONSTRATEGIC ALIGNMENT BUSINESS CHANGE PLANNING 

Assessments of stakeholders,
risks, issues and impacts
Change and communications
planning
Identification of benefits and
success criteria
Collaboration on software and
process roll-out planning
Collaboration on software
design workshops

CALL US: 
0488 097 885

BOOK A
VIRTUAL CHAT

https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/EucalyptConsulting@eucalyptconsulting.com.au/bookings/

